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THE PROBLEM WITH THERMAL
ENERGY, HUMIDITY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

Water vapour absorbs the heat radiation and
transports it through the room.

Example thermal insulation:
Insulation represents a barrier for the heat flow.
The thermal energy follows the internal structure
of the insulation and then leaves the insulation
after a time delay.
Example: Insulated attic, 14 days of sunshine,
thunderstorms. The heat remains above ground
in the attic, while it is pleasantly cool on the
ground floor after one hour.
4% moisture in an insulation means 50%
loss of the insulation effect.
The result: energy loss! Energy must be
replenished
-> Increase in CO2
-> Acceleration of global warming
-> Rising costs
Facades become black due to moisture and lose
economically relevant values due to visible aging.

Example moisture:
Indoor climate deteriorates, mould forms in
insulated houses. Walls become cold and
populated by microorganisms, resulting in
allergies, diseases and discomfort!
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UP TO 40 % ENERGY AND CO2 SAVINGS

THERE IS A SOLUTION
AND THAT MAKES US UNIQUE
The DHMb® technology keeps the thermal energy
and thus also the humidity away from the object,
e.g. a facade. The thermal energy, which does not
touch the object, does not participate in the
thermal balance of this system! In contrast to an
insulation system, which absorbs and processes the
entire heat flow.
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ACTIVE EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR COATING
multilayer, breathable, heat-reflecting, dehumidifying

Condensation effects on treated materials are
completely excluded by the DHMb® technology as a
dynamic system. In contrast to static insulation
systems, which promote the condensation of water
into the insulation due to their thermal diffusivity
(day: warm / night: cold). Because water is a good
carrier of thermal energy, the insulating effect
becomes worse and worse. 4 % moisture = 50 %
loss of insulating effect!

SUITABLE

FOR

ANY

TYPE

OF

BUILDING

monument protection, new building, refurbishment, cold bridges, structure

VIDEO:
HOW DOES THE MIG
DHMB® TECHNOLOGY
WORK?

http://bit.ly/mig-dhmb-video-en

At the same time, the carrier of the DHMb® coating
is dried. Moisture e.g. within a wall is eliminated by
the DHMb® technology. The wall remains dry and
the indoor air is perfect. Dry surfaces are
unattractive for the biology of mould, algae,
bacteria, etc.
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